
Characters D6 / R1-G4 (Astromech Droid)

Name: R1-G4

Homeworld: Tatooine

Manufacturer: Industrial Automaton

Product line: R-series

Model: R1-series astromech droid

Class: Astromech droid

Height: 1.94 meters

Sensor color: Black

DEXTERITY 1D

KNOWLEDGE 1D

MECHANICAL 2D

        Astrogation 4D, Communications 5D, Sensors 4D, Space

Transports 3D

PERCEPTION 1D

        Search 3D

STRENGTH 1D

        Lifting 3D

TECHNICAL 2D

        Capital Starship Repair 4D, Space Transports Repair 5D

Equipped With:

        Treaded unipod

        Light manipulator (retractable)

        Heavy manipulator (retractable)

        Welding arm (1D to 4D damage)

        Small circular saw (3D damage)

        Video screen

        Acoustic signaller

        Comlink

        Storage Area (15cm) contains transponder data

Special Abilities:

        Strengthened Body: The R1's shell gives it +2D to STR when resisting damage.

Story Factors:

        Outdated: The R1 is fairly old, yet is available throughout the galaxy second-hand - few brand new

ones are available. They are often modified, and are commonly mistaken for Mark II reactor drones.

Force Sensitive: N



Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 3

Move: 2

Description: R1-G4 was an R1-series astromech droid produced by Industrial Automaton prior to the

Battle of Yavin.

History

R1-G4 was an old-model astromech droid, whose owner was captured by an unknown group on

Tatooine, possibly the sand people. The droid was abandoned on planet Tatooine, but later recovered by

Jawas in Chief Nebit's tribe, who stowed R1-G4 aboard their sandcrawler, after incapacitating it. There it

was rebuilt, to be sold to Tatooine colonists. R1-G4 was part of the line-up assembled at the Lars

homestead as a prospective purchase for Owen Lars. Lars eventually chose C-3PO and R2-D2, and the

Desert Sands sandtrooper unit destroyed the sandcrawler while searching for those very droids.

R1's cold box contained stolen transponder data. 
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